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Pace® is proud to introduce its new ezBottle/ezLog — a new system that makes Pace® 
provided kits/containers and Chain of Custody forms (COCs) simpler and more efficient. By 
streamlining the process, we help you focus on what really matters most to you: your time and 
your confidence. This new system includes preprinted COCs, pre-labeled containers, and a 
summary bottle order form with the kit.  

The COC is a crucial aspect of environmental testing and starts at the point of sample 
collection. Proper documentation is not only necessary for accurate sample login but also for 
regulatory and legal compliance. Just as important is having sample container labels complete 
and matching the COC. Having both the COC and the sample containers prefilled eliminates 
transcription errors, illegible handwriting, smeared information, and cross-labeling. 

For Pace® customers, this translates to: 

 Time Saved 
 Less time spent verifying proper containers delivered. 
 Less time spent in the field completing COC’s and container labels. 

 
 Confidence Given 
 Legible information which ensures sample login accuracy.  
 Complete COC’s that contain all required information, eliminating state non-

conformance instances. 
 

 Improved Product Delivered to the Field 
 

FAQs 

What if I want to use my own COC? 

The preference is to use the preprinted COC we provide with the bottle kit. However, if you opt 
to use your own COC, we ask that the ezLogin “key” associated with the order be transferred 
onto your COC. This allows the samples to be logged in using the ezLogin process which was 
built into the Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) when you placed your order. 
This key will change with each new order. 
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What if I build my own kits from bulk stock containers and a blank COC? 

In these cases, we will not be implementing the new process. Instead, we will log your samples 
into the LIMS by our traditional login processes. 

What are the advantages of changing our current process?   
Like many other companies in today's environment, we are always looking for ways to enhance 
our customer experience. With our new method of creating bottle orders, we have made the 
process more logical and efficient. By using pre-labeled bottles and pre-filled chain of custody 
forms, we can provide our customers with an improved product and saves time. The pre-filled 
forms also help reduce transcription errors which leads to fewer report and EDD corrections and 
less time spent in the field. 

Who should I reach out to with questions? 

 Your local Pace® Account Executive 
 Your Pace® Project Manager 
 Contact Us   

COC or  
 

https://www.pacelabs.com/contact-us/contact-environmental-sciences/

